ABSTRACT. In this paper we enumerate interval graphs (up to isomorphism) along with labelled interval graphs, identity interval graphs, transitive interval graphs and various sorts of unit interval graphs. The enumeration makes use of a structural decomposition of interval graphs which leads to a characterization of those interval graphs having a unique interval representation. Several tables are included.
Preliminaries. Let G = (V(G)
, E(G» be a graph with n points. We say that Gis an interval graph if there exists a 1-1 function II mapping V(G) onto a set of n real closed intervals which satisfies the following condition (*).
(*) for all u, v E V( G), {u, v} E E( G) iff II( u) and II( v) have nonempty intersection.
If (*) holds we call II an interval representation of G. The aim of this paper is to count the number of graphs on n points which are interval graphs.
Not every graph is an interval graph; the smallest exception is the 4-cycle. Bohland and Lekkerkerker [2] characterized those graphs which are interval graphs in terms of forbidden subgraphs. A second characterization, also in terms of forbidden subgraphs, was obtained by Gilmore and Hoffman [5] . For a summary of work done on the subject of interval graphs, see Golumbic [6] .
Let II be an interval representation of the graph G. It is clear that the intervals II(u) for u E V(G) can be chosen so that no two share a common endpoint. We will deal exclusively with such representations. We use the notation l(IIu) and r (IIu) to denote the left-hand and right-hand endpoints of the interval IIu. The notation IIu < IIv means r(IIu) < l(IIv).
We henceforth assume that the vertex set of G consists of the integers from 1 to n. Let II be a representation of G; from II we construct a linear ordering of the set of pairs {(i, II(I) = [1, 5] ' II(3) = [3, 7] , II(2) = [2,4], II(4) = [6, 8] .
TI(3)
I 11 (1) • 11~2) The characteristic ordering of this representation is 8 (1,0) < (2,0) < (3,0) < (2, 1) < (1, 1) < (4,0) < (3, 1) < (4, 1) . A sequence of consecutive left-hand endpoints in the characteristic ordering of II is a sequence (i I' 0) < (i 2,0) < ... < (i k' 0) having the property that no pair of the form (j,I) lies between any (i"O) and (i,+ I' 0). Visually this means that no right-hand endpoint lies in the interval [IIIil,IIIi k ] . A sequence of consecutive right-hand endpoints is defined analogously.
11(4)
If the characteristic ordering of p can be obtained from the characteristic ordering of II by rearranging sequences of consecutive right-hand and left-hand endpoints then we say II and p are strongly similar. It is clear that strong similarity is an equivalence relation and that if II and p are strongly similar then they represent the same graph. Let II be a representation of G. The opposite of II, denoted II', is the unique representation of G which satisfies the following 4 conditions: 
II2
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One should think of obtaining II' from II by flipping the real line across a point which lies in the middle of the representation IT. If IT and II' are strongly similar then II is called symmetric and we say that IT is invariant under a flip of R.
Two representations IT and p are similar if either IT and p are strongly similar or II and p' are strongly similar. Similar representations obviously yield the same graph; unfortunately dissimilar representations may yield the same graph as well. The key to our enumeration will be to characterize those interval graphs which have only one representation up to similarity.
If G is a graph and u and v are adjacent points then we say that u and v have the same neighbors provided that for all W E V(G) -{u, v} we have {u, w} E E(G) if { v, w} E E( G). Other graph theory terminology follows Harary [9] .
2. Dependable interval graphs. In this section we give a structural characterization of those interval graphs which have only one interval representation up to similarity. DEFINITION 1. Let G be a graph and let S be a subset of V(G). By K(S) we mean the (perhaps empty) set of points of G which are adjacent to every point in S; i.e.
K(S)= {vE V(G): {v,s} EE(G) for aIls ES}.
For an arbitrary graph G, little can be said about these sets K(S). However, if G is an interval graph, then more can be said. PROPOSITION 
Let G be an interval graph and let S C V( G). If S contains two nonadjacent points then either K(S) is empty or the subgraph of G induced by K(S) is complete.
PROOF. Choose an interval representation IT of G and choose nonadjacent points u and v in S. Suppose K(S) is nonempty; we will show that every pair of points in K(S) are adjacent in G. Proposition 1 will frequently be used without mention. As in the proof of Proposition 1, the same letter S will be used to denote a subset of V(G) and the subgraph of G induced by S. DEFINITION 2. Let G be an interval graph and let B be a subset of V( G). We call B a buried subgraph of G if (a) The set B is nonempty and the subgraph of G induced by B is noncomplete. 
K.(B)
A connected interval graph with no buried subgraphs is called dependable. Later in this section we will show that each dependable interval graph has a unique interval representation. To do so we need two technical lemmas. 
We show that IIvm n lIt is nonempty for some m os;;; n. We need only consider the case where IIu n lIt = 0. 
Again it is not hard to show that B is a buried subgraph of G and so Case 3 cannot happen. As Cases 1-3 exhaust the possibilities. this completes the proof of Lemma 2.
The following theorem constitutes our goal for this section. 
. In a similar fashion, IIL2 = pL 2 , IIU 2 = pU 2 and so on. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
If G has a symmetric representation then every representation of G is symmetric.
It should be noted that a similar result does not hold in general. For example the graph G below has the two representations II and p. II is symmetric and p is not.
In this section we actually proved a slightly stronger result than is stated in Theorem 1; this stronger version will be used in §6. In fact we showed that if II and p are representations of a dependable interval graph G then either (A) IIu < IIv iff pu < pv in which case II and p are strongly similar, or (B) IIu < IIv iff pu > pv in which case II and p' are strongly similar.
3.
A reduction procedure. In this section, we assign each connected interval graph to a unique dependable interval graph. This is done in such a way that it is possible to determine, with a minimum of information, the number of connected interval graphs assigned to each dependable interval graph. We begin with a technical lemma. LEMMA PROOF. We first prove (1) . If either B) k B2 or B2 k B) the result is obvious. Consider the case where neither inclusion holds; let II be a representation of G. 
Assume first that
where {vB" ... ,vB) is a set of n new vertices-one for each maximal buried subgraph of G.
(2) E( ~(P» consists of all those pairs {u, v} such that either both u and v are in 
It is easy to check that a( G) is connected and that a( G) contains no buried subgraphs. The graph a( G) will be called the dependable image of G.
To ease the upcoming generating function arguments, it is necessary to make one further reduction. This time we squash together stacks of intervals which sit directly on top of each other, i.e. identify all intervals which have exactly the same neighbors. DEFINITION Then a connected interval graph G is uniquely representable up to strong similarity iff G E ~.
Next let lB be the set of connected interval graphs defined inductively as follows: (1) Every dependable interval graph is in lB.
(2) If G is not dependable then G is in lB iff every maximal buried subgraph of G is in~.
Then an interval graph G is uniquely representable up to similarity iff G E ~. This answers questions posed by Fred Roberts (see Roberts [15, 16] ).
The structure results given in § §2 and 3 imply facts about automorphism groups of interval graphs, which will be used implicitly in the generating function manipulations which follow. To end this section we prove those results that will be of later use.
If G is a reduced interval graph then G has at most two representations up to strong similarity by Theorem 1. If G has only one representation then any representation IT must be strongly similar to its opposite IT', i.e. IT must be symmetric. PROPOSITION 
. In this case, if 0 is the nontrivial automorphism of G and if IT is any representation of G then IT' is strongly similar to the representation p given by p(u) = IT(uo).
PROOF. Let G be reduced, let IT be a representation of G and let 0 be an automorphism of G. Define a new representation p of G as follows:
Since 0 is an automorphism of G, p is a representation of G. By Theorem 1 we know that p is strongly similar to either IT or IT'.
Suppose first that p is strongly similar to IT, and let u E V( G). Then p can be arrived at from IT by a rearrangement of consecutive right-and left-hand endpoints so r(ITu) and r(IT(uo)) lie in a sequence of consecutive right-hand endpoints. Similarly I(ITu) and I(IT(uo)) lie in a sequence of consecutive left-hand endpoints so u and uo have exactly the same neighbors in G. Since G is reduced, we have u = uo and since u was chosen arbitrarily, 0 is the identity. So we have shown that any nontrivial automorphism of G carries IT to a representation which is strongly similar toIT'.
Suppose 0 and 1/ are nontrivial automorphisms of G.
and
ITu<ITv iff IT(U1/»IT(V1/).
Thus ITu < ITv iff IT(u(01/)) < IT(v(on)) and so 01/ = 1. It follows that if G has any nontrivial automorphisms then G has automorphism group of size two.
It remains to show that if G has a symmetric representation then G has a nontrivial automorphism. The construction of such an automorphism is an easy exercise and is left to the reader. COROLLARY PROOF. This follows easily from Theorem 3 and the observation that any automorphism of G induces an automorphism of v( G).
Counting interval graphs.
In this section we employ standard generating function techniques to first count the number of reduced interval graphs and then to count, for each reduced interval graph D, the number of connected interval graphs G
Let ~n denote the family of all n-sets of closed, real intervals having distinct endpoints chosen from the set {I, 2, ... ,2n}. Recall that two such sets are similar if one is obtained from the other by a rearrangement of consecutive endpoints and (perhaps) a flip of R over the point n + 1. Our first job will be to count the similarity classes of ~n. To do so, we will view the flip of R across n + 1 as the generator of a group of order 2 and apply Burnside's Lemma. This motivates the next definition. DEFINITION 6. An ordered interval scheme of order n is an equivalence class of ~n where we call two sets of intervals equivalent if one is obtained from the other by a rearrangement of consecutive endpoints. An equivalence class which is (setwise) fixed when R is flipped across n + 1 is called symmetric.
We want to add the number of ordered interval schemes to the number of symmetric ordered interval schemes and divide by 2.
Ordered interval schemes are just interval graphs with certain automorphisms suppressed, and so the structural decomposition which we developed in § §2 and 3 for interval graphs is equally valid for interval schemes. In particular, we will talk of dependable and reduced schemes, maximal buried sub schemes, and the dependable image of a scheme. To simplify our equations, we will begin by counting reduced interval schemes.
If S is a set of intervals in an ordered interval scheme G, then K(S) will denote the set of intervals of G which intersect each interval in S. DEFINITION 7. Let G be a connected interval scheme and I an interval in G. I is called a stone if the subscheme of G induced by K({I}) is complete (that is, if each pair of intervals in K({I}) intersect). An interval in G which is not a stone is called a pedestrian interval.
Recall that if S is a subscheme of G which contains two nonintersecting intervals then K(S), if nonempty, is complete. So if G is the dependable image of a connected, reduced interval scheme H, and if I = IBis the interval put in G to replace a buried subscheme B of H, then I must be a stone. Moreover, any scheme H obtained by replacing the stones of G by nonempty reduced interval schemes will be a connected, reduced interval scheme whose dependable image is G. We can translate this into the language of generating functions as follows.
Let T(x, y) = ~m,,, tm,,,xmy" where 1 m ,,, is the number of interval schemes with m stones and n pedestrian intervals and with the property that no two adjacent intervals have exactly the same neighbors. An isolated interval is deemed a stone and the empty scheme is not allowed.
Let V(x, y) = ~m,,, Vm,,,xmy" where vm,n is the number of reduced schemes with m stones and n pedestrian intervals; the scheme with one interval is not counted.
Let N(x, y) = ~m,,, nm,,,xmy" where n m ,,, is the number of connected interval schemes with m stones and n pedestrian intervals and with the property that no two adjacent intervals have exactly the same neighbors. Note that
and so (4.1)
If G is a reduced interval scheme with m stones and n pedestrian intervals then the generating function for the set of all reduced interval schemes H with b(H) = Gis Let T(I)(X, y) denote the generating function for reduced interval schemes which have at least 2 intervals and which have an interval intersecting every other interval.
We have T(I)(x, y) = y(T(x, y) -x -T(I)(x, y)) or (4.3) T(I)(x, y) = ( I ~ y )(T(X, y) -x).
Each connected, reduced interval scheme D must fall into one of the 3 categories below. The generating function for all connected, reduced schemes D in category (a) is (4.2) summed over all reduced schemes G. This is seen to be V(T(x, y), y) and so we are led to the equation
Rewriting the above we have Applying I/; -I we have
Recall that V(x, y) is the generating function which we want to compute. Together, equations (4.5) and (4.6) show that if T(x, y) is known, then V(x, y) can be determined from it. We turn our attention to the problem of computing T( x, y).
Let H be a reduced interval scheme and let r( H) denote the interval in H whose left-hand endpoint sits furthest to the right. Consider the interval scheme H -r(H) obtained by removing r( H) from H. Unfortunately, H -r( H) may not be reduced for it may be that in H there exist two intervals u and v which have exactly the same neighbors except that u intersects r(H) and v does not. We identify all such pairs in H -r(H) to obtain a reduced interval scheme G of strictly smaller size than H called the predecessor of H. We now examine the reverse process of creating from G reduced, interval schemes H having G as their predecessor.
We call an interval I in G an end-interval if I intersects r( G), but is not itself r( G). Suppose G has I stones, m pedestrian intervals, n end-intervals and the interval r( G). We give G the weight x,ymzn noting that I + m + n + 1 is the number of intervals in G.
We 
r(G){1----t I-I----t
Each end-interval E of G has three similar possibilities:
(a) E can intersect H and become an end-interval in H with weight z. (c) E can split into two intervals, one becoming a pedestrian interval and one becoming an end-interval with total weight yz.
r(H)
Of course the stones and pedestrian intervals of G must remain as they are since they do not have endpoints extending beyond the right-hand side of G. Every possible combination of choices for r( G) and for the end-intervals of G creates a reduced interval scheme with one exception; if r( G) does not become a stone and if every end-interval intersects r(H) without splitting, then r(G) and r(H) have exactly the same neighbors and the resulting scheme is not reduced. So the generating function for all reduced interval schemes H having G as their predecessor is
where w(/, m, n) is the number of reduced interval schemes G with I stones, m pedestrian intervals, n end-intervals and r(G). Then
The initial condition I accounts for the scheme with only one interval. This equation recursively defines 1j(x, y, z) and T(x, y) can be easily obtained from 1j(x, y, z) by observing that in G, each end-interval is a pedestrian interval and that r(G) is a stone. Thus we have A similar process will be used to obtain the generating function for reduced symmetric schemes. In this case however, the intervals come in two varieties; those that are fixed when R is flipped over n +! (called symmetric intervals) and those that fall into 2-cydes when R is flipped over n + !. A stone which is symmetric must necessarily sit directly in the middle of our scheme, having endpoints nand n + l.
Hence for every scheme G with no symmetric stone there is a unique dual scheme G License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is identical to G except that a symmetric stone has been inserted in the middle. We will only count schemes in which there is no symmetric stone and later account for the dual schemes.
Let V,(u, x, y) = ~k,l,m vik, I, m)ukxlym where vik, I, m) is the number of reduced symmetric interval schemes with k symmetric pedestrian intervals, 1 2-cycles of stones and m 2-cycles of pedestrian intervals.
In particular, the total number of intervals in a scheme counted by vs(k, I, m) is 
This relationship is obtained as follows. The connected components of a symmetric interval scheme a can be divided into two sets depending on whether they fall in a I-cycle or a 2-cycle when the real line is flipped over n + t (n being the number of intervals of a). Any connected component which is fixed must sit in the middle of a and so there can be at most one such component. If one exists, it must be a connected symmetric interval scheme. Thus the factor of (l + N.( u, x, y» accounts for the possible existence of a symmetric connected component.
The remaining components fall in 2-cycles. Let P be the scheme given by the components which sit above the point n + t. A mirror image of P sits below n + t and every point above creates a 2-cycle with its image below. In total these intervals contribute a weight of x'yS to the weight of a where r is the number of stones of P and s is the number of pedestrian intervals of p. Summing this over all possible p gives T(x, y); we multiply by (l + T(x, y» to allow for the fact that a may consist of only a symmetric connected component.
Rewriting this relationship we have
+ T x,y Equation (4.9) will be of use later. Let T(l) ( u, x, y) denote the generating function for symmetric reduced interval schemes which have an interval intersecting every other interval. We have ~(l)(u, x, y) = u(~(u, x, y) -~(\)(u, x, y» and so
As before we obtain
Note that the inverting series F(x, y) is the same one used before and so need not be recomputed. This equation reduces our problem to that of computing ~(u, x, y).
We compute T. (u, x, y) recursively in almost the same way we did T(x, y). This time r(G) and r(H) will indicate the 2-cycle consisting of the interval whose left-hand endpoint sits furthest to the right and the interval whose right-hand endpoint sits furthest to the left. A symmetric endpoint, if one exists, is not indicated by a variable z. Such an endpoint must intersect every interval in our scheme, hence must be unique. We therefore have no need of indicating how many of them there are-we simply allow for the possibility that it is there when performing the recursion. Such a symmetric endpoint E has the following range of possibilities; (a) It does not exist-weight 1. (b) It fails to intersect the cycle at both ends and becomes a symmetric pedestrian interval with weight u.
(c) It splits into two end-intervals; one an end-interval on the right side and one an interval on the left side. Weight z. Recall that Vex, y) and V.(u, x, y) count reduced interval schemes and symmetric reduced interval schemes. We have just shown how to obtain each of these series.
This corollary allows us to derive immediately the generating functions for dependable and reduced interval graphs from the series Vex, y) and V. (u, x, y) .
Let D(y) = ~;=;"= 1 dnyn where d n is the number of dependable interval graphs on,n points.
Let w(y) = ~;=;"= 1 wnyn where Wn is the number of reduced interval graphs on n points.
We now turn our attention to the main problem-that of counting interval graphs. Our process for counting interval graphs naturally breaks into two halves-we have currently completed the first half. This involved counting ordered interval schemes (where buried sub schemes are allowed no automorphisms), buried subschemes and then removing the buried subschemes leaving stones behind to mark where they were.
We will now replace them but this time as interval graphs (with all allowable automorphisms ).
This step is accomplished merely by substituting for each stone indicator x the generating function, l(y), for interval graphs.
Let l(y) = ~~= I inyn and C(y) = ~~= I cnyn where in is the number of interval graphs with n points and c n is the number of connected interval graphs with n points. (1)
PROOF (OF (1) Note that using equations (1) and (2) (1)
PROOF. Equation (1) is arrived at using standard arguments about exponential generating functions. See [11, p. 8] . We now prove (2) .
Consider first, the set L(I) of labelled connected interval graphs having one vertex adjacent to every other. If G E L(I) and S is the set of vertices in G which are adjacent to every vertex in G then the subgraph G -S is either empty (in which case G is complete) or is a labelled interval graph which does not have one vertex adjacent to every other.
Let L(I)(y) be the exponential generating function for the set L(I). The exponential generating function for all complete graphs is e Y -1. The exponential generating function for all labelled interval graphs which do not have one vertex adjacent to every other is L(y) -L(I)(y).
If H is such a graph and has h points then the exponential generating function for all graphs G obtained from H by adding s points adjacent to each other and to every point in H is
Summing this over all H and all s we obtain the series (e Y -l)(L(y) -L(I)(y». It follows that L(I){y) = (e Y -1) + (e Y -l)(L{y) -L(I){y»).

Rewriting this equation we get L(I)(y) = (1 -e-Y )(l + L(y». This accounts for the first factor in equation (2).
By Corollary 1, a reduced interval graph has automorphism group of size 1 or 2 depending on whether it is given weight 1 or t in the generating function t V(x, y).
Since the number of ways to label a graph on n points is n! divided by the order of its automorphism group we see that t V(y, y) is the exponential generating function 
Equations (1) and (2) recursively define L(y) and CL(y). The values of In and c;
for n .;;; 25 appear in §9.
We next consider identity interval graphs, these being interval graphs which have a trivial automorphism group. Let J(y) = ~':=ljnyn and K(y) = ~':=l knyn wherejn is the number of identity interval graphs with n points and k n is the number of connected, identity interval graphs with n points. THEOREM (I) and (2) below.
The series J(y) and K(y) are related by equations
(I) (2) ( 00 (-I)/K(y1)) I + J( y) = exp -/~l I . K(y) = ( 1 ~ y)(1 + J(y» + ~ V(J(y), y) -~(1 + J(y »V.
(y, J(y2), y2).
PROOF. Equation (I) is arrived at by standard arguments. See P61ya [14] . We now prove (2) .
Let J(l)(y) denote the generating function for identity interval graphs which have one point adjacent to all others. If such a point exists in an identity interval graph G, it is unique for if G has two such points then the interchange of these points would constitute a nontrivial automorphism of G. Let G be an identity interval graph having a point v which is adjacent to every other point of G. G -v is either empty (in which case G is the one point graph) or G -v is an identity interval graph having no vertex adjacent to every other. It follows that J(l)(y) = y + y(J(y) -J(l)(y».
Rewriting this we obtain
J(l)(y) = (y / (I + y»(1 + J(y» which accounts for the first factor in equation (2) .
Suppose D is a reduced interval graph, and let G be a connected interval graph with o(G) = D. If G is an identity graph then G was obtained from D by replacing each stone with an identity interval graph. Conversely, if G is obtained from D by replacing each stone with an identity interval graph then either G is an identity interval graph or D is symmetric, the same identity graph replaces opposite pairs of stones and the automorphism group of G has size 2. We see that the generating function for all such connected interval graphs having no point adjacent to every
other point is t(V(J(y), y) + (I + J(y»V.(y, J(y2), y2».
A similar problem is to count all interval graphs whose automorphism group acts transitively on their vertex set. Such graphs are called transitive interval graphs. Clearly, a graph is transitive iff all of its connected components are isomorphic and each is transitive. A connected transitive interval graph having one point adjacent to every other is obviously complete. These are the only transitive, connected interval graphs because any other must have a dependable image fixed under every automorphism. But a dependable interval graph can never be transitive since such a dependable interval graph would necessarily have a transitive reduced image contrary to Corollary 1. So the only transitive interval graphs are disjoint unions of K n , the complete graph on n points. Their generating function is given by It is worth noting that bridgeless and nonseparable interval graphs can be counted though to do so requires that a new variable be introduced into the series V(x, y) which keeps track of left-hand endpoints.
Circular arc graphs (see Klee [13] ) can also be counted though this enumeration requires slightly different techniques and will appear elsewhere.
Unit interval graphs. A graph G is a unit interval graph if it has an interval
representation II = {IIvl"" ,IIv n } in which each interval IIv; has length 1. Such a representation is called a unit representation. Not every interval graph is a unit interval graph; in particular the complete bipartite graph K I ,3 is an interval graph but not a unit interval graph. In this section we count unit interval graphs, labelled unit interval graphs and identity unit interval graphs. Fred Roberts [17] , has characterized unit interval graphs in terms of forbidden subconfigurations though we will use the tools developed in § §2 and 5 to perform the enumeration. My thanks to Professor Frank Harary for suggesting this problem.
Almost every connected unit interval graph is dependable. In fact there is one infinite family of exceptions. Recall that an interval graph is reduced if it is connected and has no two adjacent points with exactly the same neighbors. Define the reduced unit interval graphs Sn' n = 0, 1,2, ... , to be the graphs given by the representations an below: PROOF. Since G is not dependable, G has a buried subgraph B. We first show that From (7) 6 we see that p = II and the theorem follows.
An ordered, unit interval scheme is reduced if it represents a reduced unit interval graph. Theorem 6 tells us that if we have counted reduced, ordered, unit interval schemes up to a flip of R then we have counted reduced unit interval graphs. We proceed as in §4, viewing the flip of R as generating a group of order 2 which acts on the set of reduced, ordered unit interval schemes. As before we will apply Burnsides' Lemma; we add the total number of reduced, unit interval schemes to the number of symmetric, reduced unit interval schemes and divide by 2. We say that the reduced unit interval scheme P is the predecessor to the reduced unit interval scheme Q if G is obtained from Q by removing the right-most interval from G and then identifying pairs of intervals with exactly the same neighbors. 
The notation r(e~) < 1(1/) < reef) indicating that the interval e i has split in two with the left-hand endpoint of 1/ falling between the two right-hand endpoints.
Thus we have verified (a) and (b), and (c) is obvious.
Let a( r, s) denote the number of reduced, unit interval schemes with r intervals and s end-intervals. We will not count the scheme having only one interval. Lemma 7 gives us an easy method for generating the numbers a(r, s). This recursion is given in the next theorem. 
TABLE I. a(r, s)
It is worth noting that the initial condition a(3, 2) = 1 accounts for the reduced, unit interval scheme
~---------41 ~I----------~
We move now to the symmetric case where the situation is more complicated.
Here we form the predecessor P of a reduced unit interval graph Q by removing both the left-most interval A and the right-most interval p. , .
The problem is that there may be intervals E, and E2 which have the same neighbors except that E, intersects p and E2 does not while E2 intersects A and E, does not. Then E, and E2 will be adjacent to every point in P. If P is complete then Suppose P is not complete. Let A be the set of points adjacent to every point in P. Then B = V(P) -A is a buried subgraph of P and so the graph induced by (V(P) -A) U {Ed is a reduced, unit interval graph with a buried subgraph. By Lemma 4 we know this graph is Sn for some n. 
We can now establish recursions for the number of symmetric, reduced unit interval schemes. The predecessor of a symmetric, reduced, unit interval scheme Q fails to be reduced only for the few schemes Q given above. We will never form their predecessors; instead we will include these schemes Q in our initial conditions. Let e( r, s) denote the number of symmetric, reduced unit interval schemes with r intervals and s pairs of end-intervals (one on the left and one on the right). THEOREM 26  16  6  2  0  51  12  0  22  14  6  2  1  0  45  13  0  70  44  18  6  2  141  14  0  61  39  17  6  2  126   TABLE II 
The numbers e( r, s) satisfy the boundary conditions and recursion given by
. e{r, s)
Let m, denote the number of reduced, unit interval schemes with r intervals and let n, denote the number of symmetric, reduced unit interval schemes with r intervals. The recursions given in Theorems 7 and 8 allow us to compute m, and n, since m l = 1 and m, = ~~=2a(r, s) for r> 2, and n l = 1 and n, = ~~=2e(r, s) for r> 2. Define the generating functions M(z) and N(z) by M(z) = ~~I m,z' and N(z) = ~~In,z'. Let P(z), U(z) and C"{z) be the ordinary generating functions for reduced unit interval graphs, unit interval graphs and connected unit interval graphs. Let JU(z) and K"(z) be the ordinary generating functions for identity unit interval graphs and connected identity unit interval graphs. Lastly, let A(z) and f{ z) be the exponential generating functions for labelled unit interval graphs and connected labelled unit graphs. satisfy (Xk = n 2k and 13k = n 2 k+1. We split the generating function N(z) like that because a symmetric reduced unit interval scheme with an odd number of intervals has exactly one symmetric interval. When we build symmetric connected unit interval schemes from symmetric reduced unit interval schemes we will need to let single intervals be replaced by stacks of intervals. Pairs of opposite intervals must be replaced by stacks of the same height, but the single symmetric interval is opposite itself and so must be treated separately during this operation.
Consider the generating function N(z).
We can now produce all 7 of the generating functions KU(z), fez) and A(z) from the known generating functions M(z) and N(z) . The equations to do so are given in the following theorem. THEOREM 
The following generating function equations hold:
(a)
PROOF. We have already observed that (a) is true and (c) follows from (b) by a standard application of Polya's Theorem (see [11, p. 90) ). The proof of (b) is just like the proof of Theorem 3 part (2). It rests on the observation that all connected unit interval schemes can be obtained from the reduced unit interval schemes by the processs of replacing individual intervals with vertical stacks of one or more intervals, all having the same endpoints.
The proofs of (d) and (c) follow the proof of Theorem 5 and the proofs of (f) and (g) follow the proof of Theorem 4.
It is worth pointing out that U(z) is obtained from CU(z) using equation (c) and that CU(z) is obtained from M(z) and N(z) using (b). Similarly JU(z) is obtained from KU(z) via (e) and A(z) is obtained from fez) via (g). Tables of P(z), CU(z), U(z), KU(z), JU(z), f(z)
and A(z) appear in §9. An analysis of the asymptotic growth rate of the coefficients of these generating functions appears in the next section.
7. The asymptotic number of unit interval graphs. In this section we derive asymptotic estimates for the number of unit interval graphs, connected unit interval graphs, reduced unit interval graphs and identity unit interval graphs.
Recall the double sequence a(r, s) defined in the previous section and the sequences mr and n r . Form the generating function A(y, z) = ~r s a(r, S)Z'ys-2.
Note that y appears to the power r-2j,s+j-l)+b(r-2j-l,s+j) 
Letting / = j -1 we have
and so (7.2) b{r, s) = b{r, s -1) + b{r -1, s) + b{r -2, s + 1). We now evaluate (7.7) along the curve (7.8) y=t
(I-Z-f(z-I)2-4z 2 ).
Note that as z approaches 0, the variable y approaches 0 continuoqsjy; .hence we may choose /3, with 0 < /3 < 1/16, such that if 1 z 1< /3 then Iy 1< 1/16. For such pairs (y, z) the series B(y, z) converges to a finite number by Theorem 10, and so if y also satisfies (7.8) the left-hand side of (7.7) is O. We obtain (7.9)
for all z with 1 z 1< /3.
PROOF. Combining equation (7.1) with (7.9) we have The k th coefficient of N e ( z) is given by ~::'=2 e(2k, s).
For convenience of notation we will again name a series b(r, s 
For r;;;' 4 (hence (r -1) ;;;. 3) the two equations above combine to give 
I-y I-y
This can be rewritten as
Evaluate (7.13) along the curve
Using L'Hopital's rule one finds that y goes to ° as z goes to 0; hence for small z we have Iy 1< 1/3 and so B(y, z) converges. Now some simple calculations show that
and so for z near ° we have
Ne( z) = -1 + z + 1 + z -2: + 2: V T=Tz . Equation (7.14) can be further simplified to
We see that Niz) has radius of convergence 1/3 and so Niz2) has radius of convergence 1 I {3.
The analysis of N o ( z) is almost identical. The equations differ slightly due to the boundary condition e(5, 2) = 2. The final equation reads as follows: ur -( 8;' ;; ) ( e:~2 ).
PROOF. To prove (A) simply combine Theorem 9(a) with Theorem 11, (7.15), (7.16) and Corollary 11.1.
To prove the functional equation given in (B) combine Theorem 9(b) with Theorem 11, (7.15) and (7.16).
We·next prove the estimate given in (B). Let
The nth coefficient of (l -4Z)-1/2 is
which is equal to (2 3n / {?m)(l + 0(*» by Stirling's formula. Hence the rth coefficient of f( z) satisfies (7.17) where KI is a constant. Using the Binomial Theorem and Stirling's formula again we find that the r th coefficient of (1 -4z)1 /2/4 has size
The estimate given in (B) follows immediately. We now prove (C). By Theorem 9(c) we have
The function f( z) has radius of convergence 1/4 and the function h( z) has radius of convergence 1/2. It follows that
1=1
We now establish the size of /,..
Lety, denote the rth coefficient of ~~2(X(zl)/I We write
we see that cosh( -t(l -4z )1/2) is entire; hence the size of its coefficients is negligible for large r. The function
is analytic at t and has the Taylor expansion which is asymptotic to c; by part (B) . This completes the proof of part (c). Lastly it should be mentioned that Professor Joel Cohen of Rockefeller University has results on the asymptotic probability that a random graph is a unit interval graph (see Cohen [3] ). It seems very difficult to relate his results to those given in this section.
8. Conclusion. Several generalizations of interval graphs suggest open enumeration problems. Many people have studied interval representations in which each vertex corresponds to a set of intervals instead of just a single interval (see Griggs [7] , Griggs and West [8] , Harary and Kabell [10] , and Harary and Trotter [12] ). Such a graph is called a multiple interval graph. One can ask how many graphs have a multiple interval representation in which each vertex is allowed to correspond to a set of size t or less. Another problem is to count higher dimensional interval graphs, where the vertices correspond to boxes in k-dimensional real space with two vertices adjacent if their corresponding boxes intersect.
As mentioned earlier, circular arc graphs can be counted using essentially the techniques of this paper, though to count circular arc graphs, interval graphs or even unit interval graphs by points and lines is an open problem. The techniques of this paper do not seem at all amenable to adding lines as a parameter.
Theorem I permits one to classify the abstract groups which are realized as automorphism groups of interval graphs and of unit interval graphs. Those which can be realized as automorphism groups of interval graphs are exactly those which can be realized as automorphism groups of trees. An interesting problem is to find for each interval graph G a tree with f( G) ~ f(T).
One can also ask for the asymptotic number of interval graphs. Cohen, Koml6s and Mueller [4] have obtained probabilistic information but not an asymptotic expansion for the number of interval graphs on r points. At present it is not even known whether I(y) has a positive radius of convergence.
9. Numerical results. The algorithms developed in this paper to count interval graphs were programmed by Mr. Albert Nymeyer of the University of Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia. The programs were run on a PDP and made use of multiple precision integer routines developed by Mr. Nymeyer and Dr. Paul Butler, also of the University of Newcastle. Mr. Nymeyer did this work in the course of research on a project directed by R. W. Robinson and sponsored by the Australian Research Grants Committee. Thanks are due for his patient and competent programming.
Below is a list of what numbers are available. The line "Interval Graphs 30" means that the number of interval graphs has been computed through order 30. Following this list are tables of some of these numbers. 
